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sot been inserted a new railway would have been a hope-
lessly uneconomic affair, for which it was unlikely that any
capital would have been forthcoming. The existing French
narrow-gauge line from Jibuti has never carried much
traffic through its five hundred miles of barren country,
for Ethiopia's natural communications are westward from
her fertile areas towards the Sudan and Europe.
For this poor gift from England the Emperor was
expected to hand over a large block of territory in the
south—the comparatively low-lying Ogaden. This land
is of no great value, but would have been useful in
developing Italian Somaliland. It was all too late.
England had got herself into a hopeless tangle when
she entered into her new 6 realist' policy, and Italy saw
this clearly enough not to be fobbed off with a new
desert. The negotiations came to nothing.
Our policy had now become a Foreign Office affair
without any popular basis of understanding and sup-
port. A very large proportion of educated as well as
uneducated people were totally unaware that we had
embarked upon a course of * power politics,* in which
the sacrifice of a small and backward country would be
a matter of little moment. It was necessary to keep up,
for England, a kind of facade of the new post-war
internationalism in order to content those supporters
of the * National ? Government who did not take the
ultra-Conservative point of view. The opposition at
that time did not count for very much.
This facade was to be the work of Mr. Eden, repre-
sentative of the new and youthful outlook, while Sir
Samuel Hoare continued along the lines which had
been laid down by Sir John Simon. It was the kind of
fiddling on the political strings which pleased Mr.
Baldwins subtle but rather lazy mind. Thus while Mr.

